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Keep up to date!

Follow us on social media or join
our Discord to stay up to date
with what’s happening in the shop
and learn what’s going on in the
various hobby worlds.

facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe

discord.gg/nNZuhr5

instagram.com/ahgamesmonroe

Christmas Miniature Contest

Our first ever miniature painting
contest was really impressive.
We had numerous astounding
submissions and we look forward
to what our community paints
again in the future.

A big congratulations goes to
Scotty Law for winning with his
painting of “Kr’zz Kr’nn-Ghûl the
Be-ho-ho-holder!"

It’s a New Year

Few will regard the year 2020 as their favorite. Many businesses have
struggled during these times, and A&H did not get through this completely
unscathed. We are very excited to see what 2021 holds for us!

A Review of 2020

Amid all the crazy, we still managed to have a year full of great events: MTG
tournaments, Paint Nights, Warhammer Crusades, Yu-Gi-Oh! events, Pokémon,
Smash Brothers, Pokémon GO Raids, Board Game Demonstrations, Flesh and
Blood Tournaments, HeroClix battles, and Age of Sigmar Battles all took place
at A&H in 2020!

One thing we did not anticipate is 2020 being the year of TCG! If you
have any 90’s era Pokémon or Yu-Gi-Oh! cards, then you likely know
how crazy the values of these older cards have risen. COVID-19 forced
many to become nostalgic; this combined with a few YouTubers throwing
their hands in the mix turned 20+ year old collections into mini-fortunes.

TCGPlayer market value of a 1st
Edition Welcome to Rathe Booster
Box on 01/04/21

The scarcity of older cards makes high
values a little less surprising to those who
have been watching their values increase
over time. However, even modern TCGs
have seen unprecedented value increases.
Flesh and Blood’s first set “Welcome to
Rathe" first released on October 19th of
the year 2019. These boxes comfortably
remained in the $90-$100 range for a few
months. However, the limited print run
of these cards combined with their rapidly
increasing global popularity currently has
these boxes in the $1000+ range with no
signs of dropping. We first mentioned Flesh and Blood in our February 2020
newsletter. It has been exhilarating to witness the genesis of a brand new
major TCG. Who knows, maybe we’ll see another just as popular in the near
future. (Digimon?)

We’ve witnessed a large number of people in the area discover and embrace
various hobbies hosted and promoted at A&H this past year. We’ve been
particularly impressed by the number of new miniature painters that have
started their hobby with us. We hope to continue to have miniature painting
contests similar to our Holiday Painting Contest held in December 2020.



Upcoming Events

Detailed info for each of the following events can be found on the event
calendar of our websites: monroe.a-h.games. Check out ruston.a-h.games for
events at our new Ruston location.

Warhammer 40,000: Bayou Secundus Crusade (Cliff Anstead)

Burning cityscape. Charred wreckage. Explosions, gunfire, the shout of
commands, and the rallying of troops. Massive armored vehicles churn and
demolish debris, while weapon-laden aircraft tear across the skies. These are
the images conjured at the mention of Warhammer 40,000. Abbreviated as
"40K" by its obsessive fans, the tabletop miniature-based wargame has taken
A&H Monroe by storm, proving to be one of the most popular games around.

Using tape measures for distance, eyes for line of sight, and a lot of six-sided
dice to simulate shooting and melee attacks, gamers take to the battlefields
with their favorite armies to conquer their foes. Whether you stand for the
glorious Imperium of Man like community leader Cliff Anstead, you embrace
the power of Chaos like shop regular Joshua Beaty, or follow the inexorable
advance of the robotic Necrons like terrain-creator Robert Brown, there is a
banner for all players to raise high. Nearly twenty banners, in fact.

The Imperium of Man summons forces from the biogenetically augmented
super soldiers of the Adeptus Astartes (known as "Space Marines"), the devoted
battle-nuns of the Adeptus Sororitas ("Sisters of Battle"), and regular humans
equipped with military doctorine, unbreakable faith in the Emperor, and some
really big guns of the Astra Militarum (or "Imperial Guard" to older players).
The forces of Chaos are equally vast, bringing to bear acolytes of the four
Chaos gods, such as the rotting traitor space marines of the Death Guard,
the psychic-imbued heretic Astartes of the Thousand Sons, and a myriad of
daemons and Chaos spawn to supplement their diabolic forces. Alien species
such as the robotic Necrons, the all-consuming Tyranids, the graceful and
deadly Craftworlds (also known as "Eldar"), and many others vie for control
of the galaxy as well, further cementing the fact that in the far-flung and grim
dark future of the 41st Millenium, there is only war.

Beginning January 9th, A&H Games Monroe launches the Bayou Secundus
Crusade: a twelve- month long real-time strategy campaign designed around
the Warhammer 40,000 9th Edition Crusade ruleset. Set in a planetary sector
known as "Bayou Secundus", community leader Cliff has designed an inter-
planetary battlefield for all players to come and test their armies’ might against
one another in a story-driven narrative that will be told as events unfold.

In the beginning, forces will be small, designed to probe for weaknesses in
their enemies, while also attempting to establish headquarters and beachheads
on planets ripe with resources for the war effort. As factions continue to wage
war against one another, planets and strongholds will be lost, taken, and
destroyed, all of which will affect gameplay for players in many interesting
and drastic ways. There is no limit to players on the battlefield! If one feels
the call to battle, fear not, the Crusade is vast and long, and all wargamers
are invited. Contact Cliff Anstead at A&H Monroe to begin the Crusade, and
carve a path amongst the stars!

Monroe Events
1. 01/07/21

MTG: Commander Night

2. 01/08/21
Yu-Gi-Oh! Tournament

3. 01/09/21
MTG: Jumpstart
Tournament

4. 01/09/21
Bayou Secundus Crusade
Begins

5. 01/15/21
Learn a New Board
Game Night

6. 01/16/21
Pokémon Tournament

7. 01/16/21
Digimon Night

8. 01/21/21
MTG: Commander Night

9. 01/22/21
Yu-Gi-Oh! Tournament

10. 01/23/21
MTG: Modern Night

11. 01/28/21
Paint Night

12. 01/29/21
Friday Night Magic:
Standard

13. 01/30/21
Pokémon Tournament

14. 01/30/21
Digimon Night

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://ruston.a-h.games/


Magic the Gathering

Jumpstart Tournament - Two packs is all you get and all you need to battle it out in this tournament. This tournament
isn’t intended to be competitive, but rather a chance to see what you can do with the cards you’re dealt. The
tournament winner will receive 3 Mystery Booster packs.

Friday Night Magic - Join us on the 29th for a Standard FNM as we anticipate the arrival of Kaldheim!

Digimon - We will be hosting a couple of Digimon nights on the 16th and 30th of this month to give players the
opportunity to continue trying out new strategies. Bring your deck and check it out!

Paint Night - Back by popular demand, we will be hosting another Paint Night on the 28th for people to come
learn new techniques for miniature painting. We will be using some of the older paint night kits (Ogre Zombie and
Manticore) that we have so that attendees have a great starter kit to work with.

Learn a New Board Game - There are a lot of great board games in this world. A&H is home to quite a few on our
demo shelf. Come learn a new board game with other board game enthusiasts, or play old favorites (we won’t judge).
The event is completely free. We suggest “Catch the Moon," “Bandido," and “Mysterium" (if you have 4+ players) to
anyone who has never played these gems.

Looking to the Future

With COVID-19 still greatly impacting supply chains, it’s hard to say when new items will actually arrive based on
announced release dates. However, we still have plenty of things to eagerly anticipate.

Digimon TCG

Digimon arrived to us early for Bandai’s super pre-release event. However, since orders were due in October and the
hype for the game was not nearly at its current level, we will have a limited amount of product during the releases in
January and February. We’re already ordering big on the sets that release afterwards!

Flesh and Blood

Legend Story Studios will release the next Flesh and Blood set in April of 2021. “Monarch" will be a standalone set.
We look forward to more preconstructed decks to help new players get introduced to the game.



MTG: Kaldheim

With many Magic: The Gathering players unhappy with the current standard meta, we’re hopeful that Vikings will be
an excellent addition to the game. The plane, Kaldheim, was first introduced in the 2009 Planechase format. Kaldheim
has a frigid climate and is home to Vikings, Giants, and much more. This set will be landing at A&H in February.

Contact Information:

Monroe

A&H Games - Monroe
2221 Louisville Ave.
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

monroe.a-h.games

Ruston

A&H Games - Ruston
109 North Service Road E
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

ruston.a-h.games

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://ruston.a-h.games/

